
“And that right there? A flight of Pondhawk
dragonflies, the crowning jewels of the
John Bunker Sands Wetland Center”. The
cascade of enlightenment during the two
weeks of ASI and ESS camp are
unmatched to any academic experience
prior and truly adventures to cherish. Both
groups had students selected from an
application process who demonstrated
the will to learn and speak out with their
own questions, an environment which
created an apt realm for information. With
a gracious and respectable peer
community created, enthralling dinner
time conversions, an abundance of
laughter, and insightful van ride
discussions, the rising proficiency in the
wetland curriculum felt nothing like a
normal school lecture. 

Supported by a family of mentors, the
guidance of each and every staff
member at the Wetland Center
encapsulated a teaching experience of
a lifetime. Not only did this environment
allow for an illustratus forum of our
burning questions, but a camaraderie
and mentorship which has followed me
even after the culmination of camp.
With such a diverse pathway for me and
my highly motivated peers to invest in
the environment, there is no doubt that
my time at the John Bunker Sands
Wetland Center served as the “crowning
jewel” to my summer and for time to
come.
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All in all, this summer at the Wetland Center has provided me an access
           point to pursue my passions for scientific research and illustrated
                      a pathway into environmental stewardship. For the abundant 
                             experiences provided to me through the Center and 
                                 beyond, I am beyond grateful and will make it my mission 
                                      to take what i've learned and apply it to my life. Ultimately,
                                        uncover your own crowning jewel and shine a light towards
                                           your future endeavors, and maybe you just might find  

Conducted as a 5-day capstone
aimed to develop a heightened

perspective on the three spheres of
sustainability: financial stability,
environmental stewardship, and

social progress. With a climax
project to create our own personal
sustainability plan, I learned the ins
and outs of more than just taking
shorter showers or using canvas

bags. Although important, this camp
guided me to value sustainability in

the manner of saving money for
college, having a voice to educate
my peers, and even finding ways to
engage in citizen outreach for social
wellness. With expeditions to many
local farms, a thrift store, and even
indulging in a 5 course milk tasting,

the summit proved a focal point to a
green summer.   

 
 

 at the John Bunker Sands Wetland Center as I have this summer.  

With the honor to attend both the Aquatic Science Investigations and
Environmental Sustainability Summit camps through the summer, I was

introduced to both the ecological and stability aspects of the Wetland Center as
well as areas around the Dallas/Ft. Worth Metroplex. 

A weeklong workshop focused on
the biological environment of the
Wetland and the arduous process
required to fulfill its purpose. With

the four key aspects of abiotic
factors, biotic organisms, aquatic

plants, and the soil quality in mind,
my nine peers and I examined these

components at four different
wetlands. Personally, I was assigned

a project to study wetland
hydrophytes (water loving plants)

and how different types of wetlands
impact the biodiversity of the

vegetation and fauna found. Every
moment was geared towards an

overall understanding of the
scientific reason behind each 

 interaction and by the end of the
week, no question was left

unanswered. 
 

Environmental Sustainability Summit 

Please feel free to reach out with questions at mehakarora796@gmail.com! 

that


